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Cadette animal helpers badge requirements pdf

The animal helper badge is part of the This is your story - tell it! badge, introduced in 2011. When Girl Scout Cadette has earned this badge, she will know how animals help people, and how to help them keep it. The contents of Show Step 1: Explore the connection between humans and animals And the lives of humans and other animals have been linked
for thousands of years - and the connection is getting stronger! CHOICES - DO ONE: Learn how animal attitudes have changed over the centuries. People used to think that animals have no feelings and they don't always let cats and dogs sleep on their beds! Find 10 examples of how and why the human-animal relationship has changed over time, share
what you've learned with friends, classmates, or a group of young girls. Or watch a documentary series about the relationship between man and animal. Then hold a screening party about it. Come up with five topics or questions to discuss. For example: How are some animals, such as dogs and cows, treated and treated in different parts of the world? Why?
OR Show how animals helped at key moments in history. Where would people be if we didn't start using bulls for ploughing fields? What would have happened in 1776 if Paul Revere had not been able to ride a horse? Identify five moments when animals have played a role in human history and then share one - or all - in a parody or video show for friends
and family. Dolphins lift drowning people on their backs and into safety. They rescued a boy who fell into an aquarium of marine tank shows, and carried a woman 200 miles across the Indian Ocean to the nearest buoy after her yacht exploded. Dogs, sea turtles and even pigs have conducted brave water rescues. Dogs seem to instinctively know when
people need heat. Three days after a 10-year-old boy got lost in the Ozark Mountains in the freezing cold, police dogs are zeroed in on him. But it was the two stray dogs that kept him alive, lying on it to keep him warm and stealing food from the lifeguards' bags to bring to him! The horse, during a three-ring circus act, broke formation and raced into another
ring to save the fall of the trapeze artist who fell from her wire - and she worked without a net. A gorilla has rescued a 3-year-old boy who fell into her enclosure at Brookfield zoo near Chicago. The boy passed out. Binti-Jua, holding her own gorilla on his back, took the boy in her arms, pressed him to the door, where the zookeepers came for him. Step 2:
Learn how animals help keep people safe, if you are ever in danger, the animal can really be your best friend. Firefighters are still using dog units to find the victims of the blaze. Police work with dogs (and sometimes pigs and ferrets) to detect drugs, bombs and unexploded mines. catastrophes as like Tornadoes, floods or explosions, animals often help to
find survivors. CHOICES - DO ONE: Check out the safety group that uses animals. You can visit the fire service, the police department or the search and rescue team. How do animals help them? What special skills do people need to work with these animals? Or talk to the coach. Find someone who trains animals to work with firefighters, police or search
and rescue teams. Which animals are best prepared for this kind of work? How do they learn? What kind of education will you need for this career? OR Read stories about animal heroes. Even animals that have not been trained to save people often rise for the occasion. Cats have alerted sleeping families to fires in homes. The dogs carried the children out
of the collapsed buildings. Find five animal-hero stores and share them with others. FOR more fun: Find out if there are any animal heroes in your own community. Learn more to pretend you're a Girl Scout in 1930. As girls did to earn their Land Of Animals Finder badge, write a story about how animals helped people in agriculture, food, clothing, and their
heroism in peace and war. Deakin Medal Maria Deakin, founder of the charity People's Dispensary of Sick Animals, in 1943 created the Deakin Medal. The medal is awarded to animals who bravely help the military, often during the war. The first medals went to three pigeons, who helped to find the pilots, lost during the Second World War. In early 2002,
three dogs that helped search for survivors of the 9/11 attacks in New York received a medal. Step 3: Know how animals help people emotionally, studies show that just being around an animal can reduce stress, lower blood pressure, and make people feel happier. Learn more about the mood-boosting effect of animals! CHOICES - DO ONE: Talk to a
veterinarian or psychologist. Learn how pet care affects people's emotional and mental health, and read some research in this area. How are research created? How can someone use the results in their life? OR Visit an organization that uses animals to help people emotionally. For example, special riding programs help people with autism or post-traumatic
stress disorder. Other organizations accept pets in senior centres, rehabilitation facilities or hospitals. Learn about the research that has been used to create these programs, how animals are trained, and what volunteers need to know before working with animals. OR interview at least five pet owners. Ask how their pet helps them yourself better, and capture
their stories in writing, audio or video. If you want to share your stories on a blog or in a short movie, get their permission first. Beasts Helping Each Other Sometimes Animal Mothers Care for Orphaned Babies of Another Another · Shelter dogs fed shelter kittens Goats fed foals animals sometimes find companionship in unlikely couples: Juvenile polar bear
made daily trips on ice to play with chained husky dog dog dog-dog - best friends with an orangutan at a Japanese zoo befriended - instead of eating - his hamster lunch animals are known to do extraordinary things to prevent A hippo took an impala from the crocodile's jaws and pulled it ashore Dolphin twice attacked a pod of filler whales to protect the sea
lion Dog was bringing his own dinner, every day, to another dog caught in a steel trap. Step 4: Check how animals help people with disabilities And most people know about eye-catching dogs that are trained to help people with visual impairments live independent lives. Many other animals including monkeys, parrots and miniature horses help people with
physical disabilities. CHOICES - DO ONE: Talk to the person who trains animal care. These can be animals that help people with disabilities or health conditions, such as visual or hearing impairment, epilepsy or paralysis. What is involved in animal training? Why is this animal particularly suitable to help people in a certain way? What kind of training is
needed to enter this type of career? OR talk to someone who has animal-assistance. How did it change their lives? How easy or difficult was it to learn how to work with an animal? If you can, I'll meet the animal. FOR MORE: Take a video or audio of your interview and share it with other Girl Scouts. OR Study of the pros and cons of animal care training. As
more species of animals are trained to help humans, some people are questioning how and why animals are chosen. Look at the different sides of the issue and share your opinion in writing or artwork. More to explore being a coach. Train, or help with training, seeing the eye of a dog or other animal assistance. Help Animal Organizations For the full list,
check out the Delta Society website. Autism Dog Services Guide Dogs for Blind Comprehensive Pet Therapy Puppies Behind Bars, Inc. Helping Dogs International, Inc. For Independence Delta Society's Great Plains Dog Assistance Foundation Guide Horse Foundation Step 5: See how animals can help us in the futureIndit scientists continue to work with
animals, hoping to find new ways to use their special skills. CHOICES - DO ONE: Get an idea of the unique skills and abilities of different animals. Rats have a great sense of smell. Pigeons have phenomenal vision. The goldfish is an expert in detecting Water. Exploring the senses and abilities of abilities five animals, and create a diagram comparing them to
humans.  Can you come up with a way to someday train an animal to use these skills to help people? OR Talk to an animal expert at a zoo or university.  Ask about how researchers find new and different ways animals can help people in the future.  For example, bees are trained to search for landmines, rats are taught to detect tuberculosis, and whales are
tagged to collect data from the ocean.  Find at least three more examples. OR Practice being a scientist. Monitor your own animal behavior. Whether you're watching a raccoon in your backyard or your own pet, train your eyes to notice details about the animal - how it moves, eats and sleeps; How he reacts to people when it seems tired or energetic.  Keep a
log of your observations for a week. FOR MORE: Ask an animal expert or scientist to review your work and talk to you about how a researcher can use your observations to create an experiment with this animal. Children vs. Mines: Children Against Mines (CHAMPS) is an organization that allows children in the U.S. to adopt dogs who are taught to sniff
unexploded mines in unnamed countries.  A trained dog can find mines up to 10 times faster than other tools used to find them. When a dog finds a mine, it can be safely removed.  It is often children playing in minefields who are affected when a hidden mine explodes, so this program allows children to help other children. Additional ResourcesItarite cadette
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